The likeness of those who spend their wealth in Allah's way is as the likeness of a grain which growth seven ears, in every ear a hundred grains. Allah giveth increase manifold to whom He will. Allah is All-Embracing, All-Knowing. 《Al-Baqarah:261》
Alkhidmat’s Seven Services

1. Disaster Management
2. Health Services
3. Education
4. Clean Water
5. Orphan Care Program
6. Mawakhat Program
7. Community Services
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Introduction

Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is one of the leading, non-profit and independent organization, fully dedicated to humanitarian services. Alkhidmat workers and volunteers continue to work tirelessly for relief of affected people across Pakistan and worldwide. Our dedicated services include disaster management, health services, education, orphan care, clean water, mawakhat (interest free loan) and other community services.
Vision

“Service to humanity with integrity”

Mission

Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan being non-political, non-governmental and non-profit organization is committed to serving humanity especially vulnerable and orphans without any kind of discrimination to contribute in their well-being of health, education, financial sustainability, livelihood, shelter, availability of clean water, mosques, savage of disaster and other aspects of life and for welfare of its employees by means of resource mobilization and developing partnership with NGOs, other concerned public & private organizations, supporting, engaging in and during useful programs and doing all such acts, deeds and things required to achieves above with integrity.
President's Message

It is a matter of immense gratitude that annual report of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan for the year 2017 is in your hands. We take profound pride in presenting the progress and achievements of AKFP, but our heads and souls bow before Allah almighty who has given us the strength and courage to accomplish these milestones.

We are thankful to our selfless volunteers and devoted partners who worked days and nights to transform our plans to reality and colourize our sketches. They are the real heroes who spent their hard-earned money and precious time to realize our common dreams. They have shown matchless confidence in our ability to deliver and their strong commitment and tireless efforts remain uncompromised.

This year we have strengthened our Orphan Care Program. Numbers and quality of work has increased many folds as public awareness about orphans' rights has got wider acceptance in society. Our Clean Water initiatives have also achieved several milestones and we are now even more committed to provide clean and healthy water to many communities across the country. Our response to emergencies and disasters has become more swift and agile. Furthermore, our ambulance service has set some new standards of efficiency and quality across the country. Similarly, AKFP’s healthcare and diagnostic infrastructure has also grown a lot with the inculcation of more professional and quality services. A dozen new state-of-the-art health units are ready to become operational. Our dream of ‘wheelchair for every deserving’ is steadily becoming a reality and mobility for the special souls is not a mere dream now. Working for street children has borne fruits and develop in the lives of all these underprivileged children.

But there is a lot more work to be done. Challenges to survival and decent living of humans have grown and diversified, and we will need even more innovative and versatile humanitarian and development initiatives.

Although last year, we ventured and explored new avenues of local philanthropy but a lot more has to be done in changing the culture of local charity and organizing the scattered philanthropy for betterment of the society. We need to introduce marked transparency and efficiency to our working and excellence in delivery of services. Organizing and polishing more and more human resources is the key to efficient humanitarian and progressive initiatives.

Engaging youth in our last year’s operations and service delivery has also set the stage for more vigorous engagement of youth in shaping our plans and achieving our goals in future.

Despite all this, we believe the journey has just begun and we surely need active support of our passionate volunteers, ambassadors and trustworthy partners to reach out more people and deliver services to more and more vulnerable people and communities around the world on a larger scale.
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Our Strengths

Volunteerism

Following the motto of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan, the management of AKFP is committed to truly serve the humanity with integrity. The team comprises of dedicated volunteers and selfless members who do not gain any personal benefits through this sacred mission. The management undertakes every project of humanitarian services in Pakistan and abroad solely with the spirit of philanthropy. The overall benefits of the society and the underprivileged segments are always given a priority from the beginning to the end of every welfare activity. Over the decades, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has ensured that all of its volunteers and officials from the bottom to the top remain in direct access of the donors and the respected members of the society. This feature distinguishes AKFP from all other local and international NGOs.

Transparency

For more than two decades, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has maintained its integrity as a trustworthy organization and a history of transparency in all of its welfare activities. Throughout the process of planning and execution of aid work, donors and all other concerned stakeholders are provided with step-to-step updates and guidelines. Additionally, AKFP also regularly conducts both internal and external audits of all of the funds and projects. In connection to this, an annual audit report is published every year and made easily accessible to everyone. During this process, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan and its governing bodies ensure that even a single penny doesn’t go unaudited.

Donor’s Satisfaction

Donor’s trust works as a backbone in the operations of every non-profit organization. Since its establishment in 1990, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has developed a strong relationship with its honourable donors and partners who entrust their hard-earned wealth and services to us for the welfare of the underprivileged segments of the society. The management of AKFP establishes very close ties with the donor organizations as well as individuals. AKFP ensures that the donations collected for some specific cause or project is only spent for those certain projects as per the will of the donors.

All the donors can directly monitor our welfare projects and relief operations in the field. Additionally, the donors regularly receive updates and completion reports about the AKFP’s projects, particularly the reports about usage of their donations. Our donors also regularly visit our ongoing and forthcoming projects regularly.
Our Impact

Being a leading non-profit and independent organization, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is tirelessly providing multidimensional services in the forms of Disaster Management, Health Services, Education, Orphan Care, Clean Water, Mawakhat Program (Interest free loan) and other Community Services. AKFP has implemented its motto, service to humanity with integrity, with true spirit over the years. Today the number of people who benefited from our seven service areas stands in millions across Pakistan and abroad.

In 2017, Health Services program provided best healthcare facilities to 6.7 Million beneficiaries while Disaster Management program catered the needs of 257,000 people. Similarly, Orphan Care Program 10,972 orphans, Clean Water program 1,681,300 people per day, Education program reached out 20,400 people, Mawakhat Program 40,400 beneficiaries and Community Services program Covering 953,000 Million people.
Natural or man-made, disasters have claimed thousands of lives in Pakistan over the last decades. Losses to personal properties and public infrastructure have another adverse impact on Pakistani society. Keeping in view the awful situation, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has established a self-sufficient and perpetual emergency response mechanism across the country. AKFP has a vast experience in Disaster Management ranging from the very response to a calamity to the complete rehabilitation of victims and infrastructure both inside the country & abroad.

[ Service wise Beneficiaries ]

- **Food Packages**: 28,000
- **People Rescued**: 1,325
- **Shelter Homes**: 60,000
- **Ration Packages**: 70,278

**Expenditure**
- **382 Million PKR**

**Beneficiaries**
- **257,700**
Rohingya Humanitarian Forum (RHF)

Following the fresh wave of violence against Rohingya Community in August 2017, President Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan Abdus Shakoor became the very first to reach the refugee camps in Bangladesh’s Cox’s Bazar area. He initiated major relief operation for the refugees as well as personally examined the on-ground situation which was in fact worst.

Upon his return to Pakistan, AKFP President chaired a seminar of 27 local and international NGOs to discuss the crisis. Rohingya Humanitarian Forum (RHF) Pakistan laid down a plan of action to provide immediate relief to Rohingya refugees.

So far, over 1 million people have benefitted from AKFP’s relief operation which provided them with dry food, shelter homes, clean drinking water and clothes. AKFP also started tent schools in the refugee camps.
International Consortium for Rohingya (ICR)

Taking a serious notice of humanitarian crisis with reference to Rohingya refugees, 25 international NGOs including Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan gathered in Istanbul, Turkey. The sessions were hosted by AKFP, AFAD Turkey and UNIW. The meetings not only explored the on-ground situation for Rohingya community and their exodus from Myanmar but also discussed a roadmap to provide continuous relief to the Rohingya refugees.

On the occasion, an observatory committee of 7 relief organizations was also formed in order to monitor the humanitarian aid work for the Rohingya refugees including provision of shelters, healthcare facilities, food, clean drinking water, sanitation at refugee camps, global advocacy of Rohingya crisis and provision of special facilities to the women and the children. The establishment of International Consortium for Rohingya was an attempt to devise a regularized course of action for welfare of Rohingya refugees.
AKFP’s Relief Work in Sri Lanka

When flood hit Sri Lanka in May 2017, AKFP participated in relief operation in collaboration with Serendib Foundation for Relief & Development (SFRD Sri Lanka). A delegation led by AKFP Secretary General Dr. Muhammad Mushtaq Ahmad Mangat and Prof. Dr. Hafeez Ur Rehman also visited the flood-hit areas.
In Pakistan

Relief Work In landslide hit areas

Alkhidmat Volunteers undertaking rescue operation following a blast in Tangi, Charsadda

Annual Meeting Alkhidmat Disaster Management Board
World Health Organization (WHO) has enlisted Pakistan among 57 countries with critical health workforce deficiency while the country is placed at 122nd position in terms of quality of healthcare facilities. Being conscious of the situation, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has established countrywide network to provide best healthcare facilities to public, Irrespective of their socio-economic status. Under its umbrella currently several Mother and Child Healthcare Centers, Hospitals, Mobile Medical Camps, Ambulance Service, Diagnostic Centers and Blood Banks are functional effectively.

[ Service wise Beneficiaries ]

- **Blood Bank**: 30,134
- **Ambulance**: 111,198
- **Diagnostic & Collection Center**: 1,430,000
- **Free Medical Camps**: 102,164
- **Maternity Hospitals**: 642,544
- **General Hospitals**: 1,561,892
- **Clinic/Dispensary**: 2,836,083

**Expenditure**

- **2,696 Million PKR**

**Beneficiaries**

- **6,700,000**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitals</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinics</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic Centers</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection Centers</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother &amp; Child Health Care Centers</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Medical Camps</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulances</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalassemia Centers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Bank</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Alkhidmat Iman Hospital Talagang, Punjab, Pakistan.
Alkhidmat Mashaal Medical Complex, Mardan

Annual Meeting of Alkhidmat Health Board

Alkhidmat Hospital, Tharparkar

Alkhidmat Fareeda Yaqoob Hospital, Gulshan-E-Hadeed, Karachi
Alkhidmat Volunteer demonstrating first aid activity

Alkhidmat Ambulance service Training

Alkhidmat Health Screening Camp

Participants pose for a picture after rescue training workshop
Low literacy rate has always been a worrisome reality of Pakistan. Alarming condition of educational infrastructure and poverty are the leading reasons behind this. To counter the situation, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is running educational institutions and related facilities across Pakistan with an aim to ensure education for every Pakistani. These institutions provide educational facilities from basic to higher level without any discrimination and particularly focuses the areas where literacy rate is the least. Both girls and boys are equally benefited from our educational projects.
Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony of Alkhidmat schools in Lahore
Alfalah Scholarship Scheme

Alfalah scholarship scheme is providing financial assistance to needy talented students without the prejudice of caste, creed, religion or political affiliation. Alfalah scholarship scheme has objective to provide financial assistance for deserving talented students, promote higher and technical education, provide guidance and career counselling for such students, create awareness for social, democratic and economic rights and promote love, peace and brotherhood among various segments of society.

Afalah Scholarship Award Ceremony
Capacity building workshop for Alfalah Scholars

A group photo of Alfalah Scholars with AKFP President Abdus Shakoor

Alkhidmat Schools organize a talent tribute Ceremony among the capable Students

Annual Meeting of Alkhidmat Education Board
Child Protection Centers (CPC’s)

All children have the right to protection. They have the right to survive, to be safe, to belong, to be heard, to receive adequate care and to grow up in a protective environment. A family is the first line of protection for children.

To cope up with the situation of child protection in Pakistan, Child Protection & Rehabilitation Trust (CPRT) and Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan established 9 protection Centres. These Child Protection Centres (CPC’s) are catering the needs of hundreds of street children especially those who are compelled for child labor.
Annual Certificate and Education Kits Distribution Ceremony for street children

Ramadan Iftaar at Alkhidmat Child Protection Center

Inauguration of new Child Protection Center in Peshawar
The grave condition of water scarcity is not new in Pakistan and the recent reports released by drinking water inspection authorities suggest that most of the people are drinking unhealthy water in the country. Global organizations have also placed Pakistan among countries where availability of clean drinking water is a serious issue. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has established Clean Water program to improve the situation. Under this program, supply of clean drinking water is ensured in water-scarce areas as well as the in the big cities.

[ Service wise Beneficiaries (Per Day) ]

- **Community Hand Pumps**: 4,717
- **Water Filtration Plants**: 88
- **Water Wells**: 1,657
- **Gravity Flow Water Schemes**: 65
- **Submersible Water Pumps**: 433
- **Other Projects**: 504
Japanese Ambassador to Pakistan HE. Takashi Kurai addressing inauguration ceremony of Alkhidmat Water Filtration Plants
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has reached out millions of Pakistanis through the time of distress and need since its establishment. Be it a relief operation following some natural disaster, rescue activities after some bomb blast, provision of clean water, healthcare and education facilities, patronage of orphan children, distribution of interest free loans or everyday community service, AKFP has always been on the forefront. Our organization has not only expanded the scope of service areas but also the level of quality with the passage of time. Alkhidmat, through its various clean water projects in Pakistan, has been contributing to provide safe and clean drinking water for the common people of Pakistan through 6 different approaches to provide solutions for clean drinkable water. I also pray to Allah Almighty to keep us steadfast and humble to serve the cause of humanity.

Syed Ihsan Ullah Waqas
Senior Vice President Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan
Awareness walk to highlight significance of clean drinking water at "World Water Day 2017"

A Solar-powered Submersible pump working for the local community of Tharparkar, Sindh

Submersible Water Pump in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
ORPHAN CARE PROGRAM

According to an estimate, Pakistan home to over 4.2 million orphan children. These children live in underprivileged situation along with their helpless families and are forced to go through unfavourable circumstances to survive in the society. To protect the basic rights of these children, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has established a countrywide network to provide financial assistance to orphans under Family Support Program. This support is aimed to ensure provision of education to the orphan children and meet primary needs of their families. This program is working on two models:

**Orphan Family Support Program (OFSP)**

Orphan Family Support Program is to provide support to the children who lost either one or both of their parents—and hence also lost a vital source of support—at their own homes. Currently the Orphan Care Program is successfully run in all provinces of Pakistan as well as Azad Jammu & Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan. Each cluster is administrated by an in-charge who, along with local community looks after the needs of the children.

**Service wise Beneficiaries**

- Orphans Supported at Home: 10,007
- Orphans at Aghosh: 965

**Expenditure**

- 770 Million PKR

**Beneficiaries**

- 10,972
AKFP ensures best educational facilities for orphan children supported under Orphan Family Support Program
"Orphan Solidarity Day" Program

Orphans participates in activities on "Global Hand Washing Day 2017"
Stage Performance of Orphans

"World Literacy Day" Program

Orphan celebrating Eid glories
Aghosh Homes

Aghosh Homes is a landmark project of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan dedicated to provide equal opportunities to the orphan children. These homes provide best educational, residential and recreational facilities to the orphan residents for their academic and personal growth. Regular mentoring and counselling sessions are also organized at these orphanages to equip the children with the highest degree of confidence. Currently, 10 Aghosh Homes are operational including an orphanage dedicated for girls only.

Demographic map of Aghosh Homes across Pakistan
Aghosh Alkhidmat Sheikhupura
Famous cricketer Shahid Afridi speaking at ground-breaking ceremony of Aghosh Alkhidmat Kohat

Students of Aghosh Alkhidmat Attock who got admission to Cadet College Batrase

Inauguration of Aghosh Alkhidmat Islamabad for Girls
Aghosh Murree (Center of excellence for orphans)

Aghosh Alkhidmat Murree is a planned effort to cater all needs of its boarding orphans students according to international standards. Aghosh Murree is located on main Murree Express way about 35-Km from Islamabad whereas there is a moderate temperature and a great attraction for the tourists. Children at this center will enjoy the beauty of natural scenery along with healthy environment and pollution free atmosphere.

The hostel block 01 has been completed and ready to serve 216 orphans within this year. An Academic block consisting of Class rooms, Science and Computer Labs, Administration office, Conference room and others, is under construction having capacity to facilitate 780 orphan students will be extendable to 1,000 students. The capacity of each class room will vary from 30 to 35 students whereas Alkhidmat Foundation will ensure the provision of quality education to the boarding orphan students in Aghosh Alkhidmat Murree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase 1</th>
<th>Phase 2 Project Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOSTEL BLOCK - 01</td>
<td>341 Million PKR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Cost: PKR 145 Million</td>
<td>Proposed Total Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIC BLOCK</td>
<td>663 Million PKR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Cost: PKR 177 Million</td>
<td>Total Cost: PKR 322 Million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Under-Construction Aghosh Homes

Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is set to develop and plan new Aghosh Homes all over the country. Five Aghosh Homes are under construction and 6 in planning phase. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan manages orphanages across the country where children without parents are provided with the best educational and residential facilities to score a bright and successful future.
World Orphans Day

According to UNICEF’s survey, Pakistan is home to approximately 4.2 Million orphan children. Moreover, a major percentage of these orphan children are deprived of adequate nutrition, education, health facilities and other basic facilities. The number of orphans (hundreds and thousands) makes the task of assisting them extremely difficult.

Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan decided to celebrate the 15th Ramadan as ‘World Orphans Day’ (Youm-e- Yatama). The event was collectively celebrated under the umbrella of Pakistan Forum for Orphan Children, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan and some other education imparting NGOs. Pakistan Forum for orphan children organized walks, seminars, conferences and special lectures in various educational institutions, throughout the country to celebrate the event.
MAWAKHAT PROGRAM

The high rate of unemployment is a major source of growing depression in the poverty-ridden society of Pakistan. In such a situation, a number of micro-finance schemes are being run across the country. However, unlike most of such schemes, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan's Mawakhat Program is based on the Islamic principle of Qarz-e-Hasna. Under this program, the needy people are provided with interest-free loans to support their small businesses as well as to help them repay their debts.

[ Service wise Beneficiaries ]

Members by

120.5 Million PKR
TOTAL PORTFOLIO

4,400 BENEFICIARIES
Primary goal of Alkhidmat Mawakhat Program is to provide necessary financial resources to establish an economically independent society
A Real Social Change

“My name is Shabbir and I am 60 years old. I live in Azad Kashmir’s Mirpur area. I am handicapped but a well skilled tailor, and also the only breadwinner of my family. In 2017, I wanted to open a shop in order to expand my tailoring business. For which, AKFP provided me with interest-free loan. Currently, I am reimbursing my loan in the form of easy installments. I call on everybody to support AKFP in their cause of service to humanity, so that they can continue to support helpless people like me to make them financially stable”. 
Delivery of Rickshaw vehicles under Mawakhat Program

Cheque distribution under Mawakhat Program at Gujrat

Distribution of loan cheques at Peshawar

Distribution of loan cheques at Karachi
Pakistan is facing multifarious social problems in 21st century ranging from poverty to civic ignorance and malnourishment. The country stands at 145th position at Human Development Index (HDI) and almost 50% of Pakistan’s population is deprived of basic necessities. As per an HDR report 27.1% Pakistanis live under severe poverty conditions. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has vision of a stable Pakistani society.

[ Service wise Beneficiaries ]
Qurbani at Slaughter House in Lahore
Distribution of Ration Bags among needy people

Free Wheelchairs for needy disable persons

Transportation of Qurbani meat to remote areas

Qurbani meat ready to be distributed among needy families
Alkhidmat Winter Package

Alkhidmat Ramadan Food Package

Alkhidmat Volunteers carrying Food Packages to the needy families
Diwali Gifts ready for distribution

Hygiene kits for prisoners

AKFP’s seminar for prisoners

Christmas Gifts from AKFP
ALKHIDMAT FOUNDATION WOMEN WING

Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan's mission to serve the humanity without any discrimination, requires equal participation of women. That's why Alkhidmat Foundation Women Wing was established in 2013. Female volunteers which were previously working under the banners of Alkhidmat Khawteen Trust and Alkhidmat Welfare Society in nine major cities of Pakistan expanded their relief work to 36 districts of four provinces and Azad Kashmir. Women Wing is currently working contributions in Orphan Care, Community Services, Education, Community Centers, Mawakhat (interest free loan), Clean Water, Disaster Management and Marriage Assistance. The wing has a strong network of volunteers across Pakistan and it is a vital organ of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan.
Screening Camp on International Hepatitis Day

Distribution of Marriage Boxes

Capacity building workshop of AKFP Women Wing
Alkhidmat in Tharparkar, Sindh

Tharparkar is one of most under-developed districts of Pakistan. The area is mostly comprise of desert and deprived of basic facilities and water scarce as well. Realizing the situation, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has started a mega project, Thar Complex, in Tharparkar. The 275 Million Rupee project comprises of a 50-bed Mother & Child Health Care Center, water filtration plant, water supply scheme, diagnostic center, ambulance service, veterinary hospital, child development center, school and an Aghosh Home. Thar complex will also have several residential blocks.

Some sections of the complex; including water pumps, filtration plants and hospital; have already started working while implementation of the remaining segments is underway. AKFP is executing this project in collaboration with several partners including Fareeda Yaqoob Family, Charity Australia and Alkhidmat Women Wing Trust.
Veterinary Medical Campaign in Tharparkar

Production of livestock is a major source of livelihood in the unprivileged areas of interior Sindh specially in Tharparkar and any loss to domestic animals is a direct loss to the residents. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan, in collaboration with Turkish International Cooperation Agency (TIKA), organized a major veterinary medical campaign in Islamkot, Diplo and Mithi tehsils of district Tharparkar, Sindh. During the drive, free examinations and vaccination of the animals was done by the expert veterinary doctors. Special training of staff was also held for proposed medications.

Meanwhile, awareness and publicity material about some notorious diseases and their possible remedies was also distributed among the locals. They were also briefed about some common misconception found in the areas with reference to the keeps of the livestock and their treatment using local resources.

Health check-up in progress

Volunteers ready for medical campaign
“Fostering Volunteerism Among Youth”

Following the first Alkhidmat Youth Gathering in 2016 under the theme of “Rise Up Together”, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan held Alkhidmat Youth Gathering 2.0 with the theme of “Let’s Serve Together”. The sole purpose of the event was to inculcate the true spirit of volunteerism among new generation. A number of successful volunteer projects undertaken by students of different universities and colleges were also presented on the occasion. AKFP also launched “Niamat Ullah Khan Lifetime Achievement Award” to recognize the humanitarian services of legendary philanthropists from Pakistan.

AKFP aims to engage the youth in all of its social service projects across the country by providing them with a chance to work as volunteers. AKFP Volunteer Management department takes specific measurements for this purpose all around the year, ranging from networking with students at educational institutions to their practical involvement in the projects of their interest.
I take pride while sharing the fact that the number of people benefitting from AKFP’s services has reached 97,15,000 in 2017. This great success brings us a more sense of responsibility and I truly believe that team Alkhidmat is ready to meet any challenge by the will of Allah almighty. I also want to thank the generous donors of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan who invested a great confidence on our organization and became a source to change thousands of lives across the world. I hope they will continue to support our humanitarian relief operations to change many more lives.

Dr. M. Mushtaq Ahmed Mangat
Secretary General Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan

Dr. Mushtaq Ahmad Mangat speaks at AYG

AYG team

Panel discussion at Alkhidmat Youth Gathering

A segment of Alkhidmat Youth Gathering
Naimat Ullah Khan Lifetime Achievement Award

In 2017, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan launched “Naimat Ullah Khan Lifetime Achievement Award” on the occasion of Alkhidmat Youth Gathering 2.0 at Aiwan-e-lqbal, Lahore. The award has been named after former President of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan Naimat Ullah Khan in recognition to his humanitarian services in Pakistan and other countries. He was one of the very aid workers to reach famine-hit Tharparkar district of Sindh province in 1998. Since then, the AKFP has continuously been running welfare projects in Tharparkar. Naimat Ullah Khan also launched other key projects of the AKFP. From 2001 to 2005, he served as the mayor of Karachi city and was named as “Father of Karachi”. Later in 2005, he became a leading volunteer of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan to launch major relief and rescue operation following the earthquake 2005 in northern parts of Pakistan. Alkhidmat Foundation The two award were given to Dr. Amjad Saqib and Dr. Hafeez Ur Rehman for their unmatched social services.

While maintaining his responsibilities at Pakistan Medical Association, Prevention of Blindness Trust and Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan, Dr. Hafeez-ur-Rehman has endowed his life to improve the lives of helpless and under privileged segments of humanity. For his matchless services, he was also nominated for "Naimat Ullah Khan Lifetime Achievement Award". He was presented with the award at Alkhidmat Youth Gathering arranged at Aiwan-e-Iqbal, Lahore on December 16, 2017. Currently, he is chairman of Alkhidmat Health Board. Allah may accept all of our efforts. Amen!

Dr. Amjad Saqib transformed many lives across Pakistan by making them self-reliant and financially assistance through Akhuwat. For this commendable service, he has been nominated for "Naimat Ullah Khan Lifetime Achievement Award". The award was presented to him at Alkhidmat Youth Gathering arranged at Aiwan-e-Iqbal, Lahore on December 16, 2017. May Allah accept all of services tendered for the betterment of humanity and make them a source of forgiveness on the day of judgement. Amen!
Naimat Ullah Khan also launched other key projects of the AKFP. From 2001 to 2005, he served as the mayor of Karachi city and was named as “Father of Karachi”. Later in 2005, he became a leading volunteer of the Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan to launch major relief and rescue operation following the earthquake in northern parts of Pakistan. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has the honour to issuance the “Naimat Ullah Khan Life Time Achievement Award” for his noble humanitarian’s services with the volunteer excellence.
AKFP Distributed Quran-e-Kareem Throughout Country

In order to promote Quranic teachings among Muslim community in Pakistan, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan in collaboration with its partner organization, Sahmunnour, distributed 175,000 copies of the Holy Quran. These copies of Quran were distributed among orphan children registered with Alkhidmat Orphan Care Program, Alkhidmat volunteers and ambassadors, mosques, educational institutions, hospitals and different dignitaries at Alkhidmat events. This project was part of vision shared by AKFP and Sahmunnour that every Muslims has a right to have a copy of the Holy Quran to get his first hand information about the teachings of Islam.
Alkhidmat Committed to Human Development

Provision of necessary up-gradation of skills and capacity building of the new and the existing staff is a top priority of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan. For this purpose, Human Resource Department arranges regular training workshops and lectures for the staff around the year. These trainings provide guidance ranging from goal-oriented career building to psychological and professional growth of the staff. These workshops also provide the AKFP staffers with a platform to share their experience and review their responsibilities.

In addition to the fundamental trainings for all staff, specialized staff also receives targeted training, including technical and professional development, to successfully fulfil their key responsibilities and achieve their goals. AKFP also tries to influence and introduce the required improvements in the attitude of the staff by creating awareness and development an environment of mutual understanding at these trainings.

Capacity building workshops for the staff of AKFP

A Group photo of AKFP team after attending the workshop with Syed Ihsan Ullah Waqas Senior Vice President AKFP
The Future Lines:
The year 2017 was full of energy and enthusiasm for all our volunteers and staff. The engine fully is energized and we are very much excited for the future and all the amazing things coming ahead. Despite several challenges posed to the development sector in Pakistan in recent time, AKFP has delivered on its promises of last year, Alhamdulillah!

Our Orphan Family Support Program remained on-target. We also managed to start construction of another three more Aghosh Homes. Our Aghosh Home for girls in Islamabad has emerged as success story. 2017 was remarkable for our Health Services program as three new MCHCs have started delivering services including our all-out free MCHC facility at Mithi, Tharparkar: the largest desert of Asia. Ambulance Fleet Management has got on track and our Helpline 1023 is creating an impact.

Last year, we organized our first overseas conference in Istanbul on the issue of Rohingya refugees. We managed to cobble a consortium of 27 organizations for the cause. Our Ramadan National Fundraising and Awareness Campaign has boosted our morale. Development of software for different programs and departments gained momentum and launching of our digital project mapping application has thrilled our well-wishers.

Alkhidmat Youth Gathering (AYG 2017) has enormously encouraged our youth ambassadors. International Youth Gathering (IYG 2018) has been planned and participation of 500+ youth from around the world will open new avenues for engagement of youngsters in welfare projects. Our volunteers and staff are looking forward to the future with more optimism and gearing up for new horizons. ‘This is not the end; this is not even the beginning of the end but end of the beginning’.

Shahid Iqbal
Executive Director Alkhidmt Foundation Pakistan
Fundraising Events

Maintaining the pace of last year, AKFP ran a countrywide campaign under the theme of “آپ کا دست شفقت، میرا مستقبل” to create an awareness about collective responsibility of society towards orphan children and raise funds for Alkhidmat Orphan Care Program. AKFP engaged renowned poets, writers, cricketers and celebrities to involvement of masses in these events. This year’s donor conferences and charity events also remained big success and common members of the society made donations for this cause. As many as 49 donor conferences were arranged across Pakistan. The contributions made to AKFP during these events are a major financial source of maintenance of Aghosh Homes and sponsorship of orphan children under Orphan Family Support Program of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan.
Fundraising Events

Multan

Peshawar

Mir Pur, AJ&K

Renowned Cricketer Inzamam-ul-Haq addressing at a donor Conference

Khairpur, Sindh
Establishing New Connections

Local and global networking with organizations having similar goals towards services to humanity has always been a distinctive feature of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan. The AKFP continuously engages non-profit organizations for the implementation of humanitarian relief projects in Pakistan and abroad. To further strengthen this bilateral relationship, AKFP’s international partners regularly embark on visits to different projects and meetings with Alkhidmat officials.
A Delegation ICNA Relief Canada visits AKFP Razi Hospital Islamabad

Volunteers of AKFP Women Wing

National Director Diagnostic Network Eng. Sabir Ahmad at scientific conferences in Germany

Delegation of UK Islamic Mission

Team AKFP presenting annual report to Ali Kurt (UNIW Secretary General) in Istanbul, Turkey

AKFP President Abdus Shakoor presenting souvenir to official Qatar Charity in Doha, Qatar.
Going Digital

For enhancement of its outreach and accessibility, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has launched a mobile phone application on android platform while the Online Donation portal has enabled the donors to make donations to the AKFP from around the world through an easiest way. Similarly, the digital mapping of projects and implementation of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) has made AKFP a more efficient and a real-time organization.

- **Online Donation**
- **Digital Mapping**
- **Mobile App**
- **ERPs (http://erp.a-ocp.org/)**
Certifications & Accreditations
AUDITORS' REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF MANAGMENT

Introduction

We have audited the annexed statement of financial position of AL KHMIDMAT FOUNDATION PAKISTAN as at June 30, 2017 and the related income and expenditure account, statement of cash flows and statement of changes in funds together with the notes forming part thereof (here-in-after referred to as the financial statements for the year then ended).

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with the approved accounting standards as applicable in Pakistan and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatements, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor's Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards on Auditing as applicable in Pakistan. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment of the risk of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly in all material respects the financial position of the Society as at June 30, 2017 and of its surplus and cash flow for the year then ended are in accordance with the approved accounting standards as applicable in Pakistan.

Rahim Jan & Company
Chartered Accountants

Dated: 12 FEB 2018

Place: Karachi
How You Can Help

Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan attaches great importance to your support and involvement in the noble cause of service to humanity. You can continue playing your significant role by

Become a friend of Alkhidmat

To send contribute financially on regular basis, fill the attached form and return it to us. This would help us to make necessary arrangements for collection of regular donations.

Make a donation

You can send donations by cheque/postal order and online.

Make a bequest

If you want your legacy to live on even after your death. Please contact us to make a bequest in favor Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan.

Donate your time

We are always looking for volunteer doctors, teachers and professionals from all fields of life to work at our hospitals, schools and other projects.

www.alkhidmat.org
Alkhidmat Complex
3-KM, Khayaban-e-Jinnah, Lahore, Pakistan.
Ph: +92 42 35957260 FAX: +92 42 35957261

Woman Wing Offices

Alkhidmat Foundation (Woman Wing)
Basement Hall, Bahadur Jung Society,
Block 7/8, Kamal Park, Ameer Khusro Road, Karachi.
Ph: +92 21 34305505
Email: akfwomenwing@gmail.com

Alkhidmat Foundation Woman Wing (Trust)
76-E, Bloc 6, PICHS, Al-Haramain Masjid, Karachi.
Ph: +92 21 34304985-88
Email: info@alkhidmatkhawateen.org

Regional Offices

Punjab
711, Block J-2 Johar Town,
Lahore, PAKISTAN.
Ph: +92 42 35433038, Fax: +92 42 35432703
punjab@alkhidmat.org

Quetta (Baluchistan)
Banglow No. 10-9/59-H
Main Arbab Karam Khan Road, Near
Faroq Mills, Quetta.
Ph: +92 81 2453967
quettaregion@alkhidmat.org

Makran (Baluchistan)
Fish Harbour Road, Near Sorag Dil Ground,
Gawadar, Makran, Baluchistan.
Ph: +92 81 4210334
makranregion@alkhidmat.org

Sindh
Street # 3, Kaba Auditorium,
Block 13, Federal B Area, Karachi
Ph: +92 21 36345131
sindh@alkhidmat.org

Karachi
504 Quaideen Colony, Near Islamia
College, Karachi.
Ph: +92 21 34915361-4
info@alkhidmat.com

Gilgit-Baltistan
Near PWD Office, Gull Sher Colony
konodas, Gilgit-Baltistan.
Ph: 05811-454124
gb@alkhidmat.org

Khayber Pakhtunkhwa
B-39, Street No. 6, Sikandar Town
GT Road, Peshawar.
Ph: +92 91 2263651-52
kp@alkhidmat.org

Azad Jammu & Kashmir
B-1, 2nd Floor, Flat No. 2, Noor Plaza
Uper Utility Store, Chandni Chowk
Satellite Town, Rawalpindi.
Ph: +92 51 4906080
ajk@alkhidmat.org

Islamabad
B-4 First Floor Street No.31
Sector F-7/1 Islamabad.
Ph: 051-2611911 Fax: 051-2611966
akf.isb@gmail.com